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INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, health professionals have been the primary source of health information for patients and 
their relatives, the other important ‘offline’ sources of health information being friends and relatives, and 
other persons/ families suffering from similar ailments. However, the increasing penetration of Internet 
has allowed patients to search the net to obtain health information. Studies have shown that health related 
information is one of the most frequently sought issues while browsing the Internet (Fuerts et al., 2007). 
According to the Pew Internet and American Life Project, 82 percent of the adult American population 
uses the Internet and of that, 72% of users have looked up health related information in the last year on 
the net (Rice, 2006). Even in developing countries like India, there has been an increase in Internet use 
to seek health related information (Akerkar et al., 2005; Bakshi, 2012).

Patients may access the Internet before consulting with a doctor to gain information about their 
symptoms and/or disease, as well as after the consultation process, to validate and verify the information 
provided by the doctor (Mcullan, 2006). Policy makers have emphasized that this increasing use of In-
ternet for health information can be tapped to educate the patient, and hence foster patient empowerment 
(Edejer, 2000). Patient empowerment refers to the process of facilitating self directed behavioural change 
in patients, in order to ensure the delivery of ‘patient centered’ healthcare service (Anderson and Funnel, 
2010). The term ‘empowerment’, as described by Paulo Freire, underlines the importance of education.

…There is no such thing as a neutral education process. Education either functions as an instrument 
which is used to facilitate the integration of generations into the logic of the present system and bring 
about conformity to it, or it becomes the ‘practice of freedom’, the means by which men and women 
deal critically with reality and discover how to participate in the transformation of their world. (Freire, 
2014: 34)

The Internet allows patients to access health information at the convenience of a click, ensures ano-
nymity, and also enables people to reach out to support groups, and as such, is becoming an important 
source of health information seeking. Scholars have argued that internet based health information can, 
potentially, enhance patients’ understanding of their disease and self management capabilities (Som-
merhalder et al, 2009). Thus, potentially, Internet can act as a medium to ‘educate’ the patient about 
his/ her illnesses, and can result in patient empowerment as described above. However, the process of 
empowerment and delivery of patient centred care should be understood in the context of the interface 
between the patient and the healthcare system (Johns, 2006). The fulcrum of the patient’s connect with 
the healthcare system is the doctor-patient interaction.
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Arguably, the use of Internet based health information would result in a change in the manner in 
which patients interact with their doctor, and hence, impact the way in which physicians deal with such 
patients. In other words, Internet health information seeking by the patients may affect the dyadic process 
of doctor-patient interaction (Fuertes et al., 2007), which is one of the most important determinants of 
the quality of healthcare. The majority of the studies have analyzed the impact of the use of Internet 
based health information only from the patient’s perspective (Sommerhalder et al., 2009). The investiga-
tion of the issue from a physician’s perspective has been limited (McMullan, 2006). Drawing upon the 
Structuration theory, this chapter attempts to analyze the effect of Internet health information seeking 
on doctor-patient interactions, more specifically, from the perspective of doctors.

BACKGROUND

An effective doctor-patient relationship enables effective healthcare delivery and has been positively 
linked to outcome measures such as patient satisfaction, treatment adherence and treatment outcomes 
(Fuertes et al., 2007). The doctor-patient interaction attempts to balance the doctor’s concerns about the 
hard biomedical science and the patient’s subjective experiences. While former relates to the aspects of 
disease, such as the cause, treatment options and prognosis; the latter related to illness, such as how will 
it constrain one’s socio-economic life and lifestyle. Doctor-patient interactions which form the building 
blocks of a doctor-patient relationship are thus instrumental in bridging the potential gap between hard 
biomedical facts and the softer subjective dimensions. Patient information and awareness is seen as an 
important aspect that facilitates doctor-patient interaction, especially in chronic diseases which have a 
protracted and complicated course of progression, and when the therapy involves the active participation 
of the patient and their relatives, entailing significant changes in their lifestyle for example in patients 
having diabetes or hypertension. The concept of ‘patient empowerment’ emphasizes that the educated 
and informed patient who understands the implications of his/ her illnesses and treatment will engage 
in a participatory decision making process with the doctor. The use of internet for accessing health 
information is therefore, regarded as facilitating patient empowerment.

However, survey studies of physicians have reported mixed perceptions about the impact of Internet 
based health information on the doctor-patient relationship (McMullan, 2006). Murray et al. (2003) 
conducted a survey amongst 1050 physicians in the US to examine their perceptions about internet in-
formed patients. They reported that only 38 % of the physicians believed that Internet health information 
has a beneficial effect on the doctor-patient relationship; 54 % reported no effect; and 8 % claimed that 
they were ‘challenged’ by such patients, which can potentially worsen the doctor-patient interactions. 
Potts et al (2002) conducted a survey of 800 web literate physicians and corroborated the above find-
ings. They reported that while web based information seeking results in more benefits than problems 
for patients, physicians reported more problems than benefits. The above findings warrant a detailed 
analysis of the problem faced by the doctors in interacting with these patients, and the perception of the 
doctors about the Internet informed patient. Using structuration theory, this chapter presents a detailed 
account of the processual aspects of physicians’ perceptions about the access of Internet based health 
information by the patients and its effect on doctor-patient interaction, Understanding the physicians 
perspective is highly essential, as the process of patient empowerment and delivery of patient centred 
care involves a dyadic relationship, of which the physician is an integral part. Therefore, it is critical to 
comprehensively understand the phenomenon of how physicians are experiencing and managing the 
altered doctor-patient interaction.
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